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Jeff Harman Biography
The Classical Astrologer

Jeff Harman started learning astrology in the mid-1970s, when his mother, a
nurse, impressed him with her astrological predictions about his girlfriends.
Over the years, he did readings for people while working in other fields,
simultaneously. Jeff owned a recording studio near Chicago, where he did
commercial work, industrial films, music and soundtrack production. He also
did forensic voice print and acoustical analysis in state and federal trials. He
has worked with many celebrities in entertainment, business and politics. He
was also contracted to do acoustic design and studio modifications. He
recorded and worked with George Carlin and Mother Teresa of Calcutta,
among other interesting people. He taught physics and produced
commercials, songs, and music videos. 

Eventually, in the late 1990s, astrology became his primary career. His
scientific brain was well suited for crunching data and learning ancient
techniques from rare texts, some of which have only been recently translated.
After reverse engineering an ill-fated business deal, Jeff realized the value of
offering his services to clients who wanted to reduce risk in business
endeavors. He learned the Indian system of Vedic Astrology, becoming a
master of compatibility analysis and remedial measures such as gemstone
prescriptions, mantras and yantras. He included Kabbalistic Astrology and
Astro-cartography into his toolbox. He mastered the art of Interrogation
Astrology, which answers specific questions, and Electional Astrology, the art
of selecting an auspicious date and time for an important event, such as a
wedding, surgery, contract signing, product launch, travel date, or legal filing. 

Jeff Harman is a second-generation astrologer with over 47years experience. He
utilizes Vedic, Classical, Kabbalistic, and Astro-Location Astrology. He is known for
utilizing ancient, classical techniques which few astrologers today have mastered.
Jeff has clients all over the world who consult with him for personal and business
needs.  He is based in Los Angeles, California.



Hot Topics
Current Events

PITCH: There are astrological forces at work
in the world, whether you believe it or not.

TALKING POINTS: 
Mundane Astrology refers to energies that are
affecting the world at any given time.
Astrological conditions are complex and
nested within each other. Jeff Harman will
explain how they translate into a clear
prediction of what is likely to be at play
geopolitically, and regarding weather and
culture.

Furthermore, Jeff examines the chart of the
United States, and can read specifics about
the country and the current challenges and it is
facing. 

The charts of world leaders reveal their
strengths and weaknesses in general and at
any given time. Jeff has studied the charts of
leaders such as Donald Trump and many
others.

Electional Astrology examines timing of
events. For instance, Jeff was able to analyze
the qualities of the presidencies of Obama and
Trump by examining the dates and times of
their respective inauguration ceremonies.



Methods to Correct

Astrological Imbalances

Relationships, Marriage

and Family Astrology

Why trusting sun sign compatibility is like
believing all red cars are fast.
Before you buy the rings, consider Vedic
prescription gemstones.
Your wedding ceremony date and time is like a
birth chart for your whole marriage. Schedule
carefully.
Astro-Location can map your best places to live
or travel.
Learn your options for using astrology to
conceive, birth or adopt children.

PITCH: A Match Made with the Heavens

   TALKING POINTS:
 

Prayers, Mantras, and Yantras
Mapping your Best Locations
Gemstone Talismanic Jewelry
See difficulties from a micro and macro view

PITCH: I don't like my astrology! 
Am I doomed?

TALKING POINTS: 
 



Forensic Astrology

PITCH: Can a Person be Born Bad?

TALKING POINTS: 

Jeff has analyzed many crimes and
mysteries using various astrological
techniques. Ask him about "The Case of
the Stolen Motorcycle" or 
"A Husband Convicted." Jeff can
examine questions in real time in an
interview, offering insight to any event
the host wants to examine.

Jeff has also analyzed historical events
such as the sinking of the HMS Titanic.
He has also been contracted by treasure
hunters, and his techniques are accurate.

Jeff can also discuss elements in a
person's chart that can indicate
psychopathology, violence or other
behavioral afflictions. He can discuss
how healing and transformation can
occur, despite afflictions.



PITCH: Astrological confirmation of
paranormal events is possible.

TALKING POINTS: Jeff Harman has
experienced paranormal events such
as seeing ghosts and UFOs, as has
his wife Camille, who from 2000-
2004 wrote for UFO Magazine. 

He has researched the astrological
circumstances behind famous UFO
events such as Whitley Strieber's first
cabin abduction, Travis Walton's
abduction, the appearance of UFOs
over nuclear silos, and cattle
mutilations. Jeff has also evaluated 
 various clients' paranormal
situations. Jeff has recorded patterns
that repeat and can discuss these. 

Jeff has helped many clients rid
themselves and their homes or
businesses of negative entities by
utilizing ancient spiritual techniques.
He can discuss some of these stories
and their outcomes.

Astrology and the Paranormal

Sedona, AZ UFO caught by my wife!



Public Speaking
Testimonials

Association of Celebrity Personal Assistants 
Santa Monica, CA

Jeff has the innate ability to engage an audience as
well as connect one-on-one. He has a crafted gift that
moves through him as he delivers information that is
insightful, informative, and transformational.

Judy Weber

 

Institute of Noetic Sciences
Tucson, AZ Chapter

Your presentation--light, fun, informative, and stimulating, all rolled into one--
was really well received. I know that you "woke up" many people and showed
that astrology has much more to it than most people know or would even
consider...your depth of knowledge is incredible--and your Power Point/film
presentation was really compelling and very well put together and presented. It
is amazing how we, in our western society have basically put "away" or put
"down" such ancient knowledge, and how a struggle has developed between
science and astrology...it doesn't serve any of us well, and I am very pleased
that we could provide this audience with a perspective rarely available.

Susan Cooper

Additional Presentations: MUFON Tucson, Mind Matter Metaphysics, Tucson Astrologers Guild,

Saddlebrook Metaphysical Study Group, Yoga West, Mystic Journey Bookstore 



Television and Video
LATV The Zoo January 2019

 

Media History

Rocci Stucci The Situation Room

July 2019



"He Consults the Stars for Business, Life Decisions" 
by Bonnie Henry
Arizona Daily Star, Oct. 12, 2006

Print Media



"Wedding Astrology: A Marriage Made with Heaven"
by Camille James Harman
http://www.OurWeddingPlus.com, April 6, 2008

"Meet Jeff Harman of Conjunction in West Hills"
LAVoyage Online Magazine, Oct. 4, 2017

"Riding with the Stars on Your Side"
by Jeff Harman
Arizona Horse Connection, November 2009
(and The Jupiter Farmer, December 2009

http://voyagela.com/interview/meet-jeff-harman-conjunction-llc-west-hills-ca/


Radio and Podcasts...

Show History Includes

For latest show listings see website Media Page

Coast to Coast AM, Fade to Black, Veritas Radio,
The Michelle Mortensen Show, Dark Matters,

Lighting the Void, Truth Seekah, Meria Heller, Paraversal Universe,
The Specialist Radio Hour, Nexus Nextcast, Otherside Podcast,
The Tracie Austin Show, Supernatural Girlz, Paranormal Soup,
Morgan Talks, Midnight in the Desert, Exploring the Bizarre,
Ghost Host, X-Zone Radio, LA Talk Radio, Nighttalker Radio,

The Situation Room with Rocci Stucci,
Freedom Talk Radio, Radio Wasteland, Ghost Chat Radio,

Chasing the Truth, Synergy Cafe, Parent Nation Radio,
In Search of Truth, Abnormal Realities, Guy's Guy Radio,

Douglass Coleman Show, Business Newsmakers,
Fringe Radio Show, Chasing Prophecy, Starseed Radio, Feet to the Fire,,

The Morning X Show, Bob Charles Show, The Cutting Edge,
Arizona UFO Show, KUAT/KUAZ AZ Illustrated,Kevin Smith Show,

Jerry Pippin Show, Ghostly Talk, Lou Gentile Show,
Business Insanity Talk Radio, Darkness on the Edge of Town,



Celebrity Clients

Sheri Bodell, 
Fashion Designer

Hemalayaa
Yogini, Teacher, Writer

Khari Allen Lee,
Musician and Actor
in The Green Book

 

Lou Paget
Bestselling Author

Clients who wish to retain their privacy include: Pop Superstars, An A-List Actress,
Restaurant Owners, Doctors, Judges, Attorneys, Psychiatrists, Business

Executives, and people who work in Special Ops, the 
Federal Reserve, World Bank and Politics

Sujon Datta
"The Urban Mystic"
Great-nephew of 

Paramahansa Yogananda



Contact Information
Jeff Harman-Direct

Cell Phone: (310) 385-8459

Land Line: (818) 914-6067

Camille James Harman

Media Inquiries

Phone: (818) 918-0824

Website

www.jeffharman.com

E-mail:

jeff@jeffharman.com

 

 

 

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/JeffHarmanAstrologer

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/JeffHarmanConjunctionLLC


